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Preamble:
KidizzApp is a registered trademark and operated by the company KidizzApp SAS (KidizzApp Group),
which allows parents to find nursery places quickly and easily.

Processing of personal data and the right to access, modify and delete
data:
To access Kidizzapp, data required for creating user profiles is collected and processed.
This data consists of collecting the following personal information: names, email addresses, and telephone
numbers pertaining to the users themselves of their children.
The personal data collected is subject to computer processing and is collected and intended for the
KidizzApp group (company creating the Kidizz service).
Wishing to respect users' privacy, KidizzApp agrees that the collection and processing of personal
information is performed in accordance with Law No. 78-17 of 6 January 1978, amended and known as the
French Data Processing and Civil Liberties Law.
In accordance with the French Data Processing and Civil Liberties Law of 6 January 1978 and since
modified in 2004, you have the right to access and amend your information, which may be done by
contacting: KidizzApp SAS - 13 rue Ernest Cresson - 75014 Paris. You may also, for legitimate reasons,
oppose the processing of your personal data.
By browsing the Site you accept the use of cookies, which facilitate an optimal browsing performance.

KidizzApp SAS does not use automated data collection processes.
Our servers are not configured to collect personal information about website browsers other than the
following technical data: origin of connections (ISP), IP address, browser type and version used.
Traffic data has the sole purpose of allowing us to analyze site traffic of the www.Kidizz.com website.
Data relating to site visits is not used by name. The Data simply comprises of aggregated statistics which
enable us to quantify the number of connections to the Kidizzapp website.
The Kidizzapp websites www.Kidizz.com and www.Kidizapp.com comply with the National Commission
for Data Protection and Liberties with registration number: 1795646.

Legal provisions:
The various components of the website (form, page layout, backgrounds, structure, images, logos, etc...) are
protected by the law on designs, copyright law, trademark law and image rights and may not be copied or
imitated in whole or in part without the express permission of KidizzApp SAS).
Anyone failing to comply with the applicable legal provisions is guilty of piracy and liable to the penalties
established by law.

Copyright:
The general layout of the Kidizzapp website, as well as text, images, audio and video components are the
property of KidizzApp SAS.
Any representation and/or reproduction and/or partial or total use of the Kidizapp website and the content
offered, by any means whatsoever and without the prior written authorisation of KidizzApp is strictly
forbidden, and may represent an infringement under Articles L 335-2 and following of the Code of
Intellectual Property.
"KidizzApp" and "Kidizz" are registered trademarks. Any representation and/or reproduction and/or partial
or total use of these trademarks, by any means whatsoever, is totally prohibited.
This legal notice does not transfer any intellectual property rights for the benefit of the user on the
Kidizzapp website, its technical components or content.
The Kidizz.com website, its technical components and its contents are accessible to the user for personal,
private, non-collective and non-commercial use.
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The Kidizz Logo and KidizzApp:
The sizes, colours and components of the KidizzApp and Kidizzapp logos cannot be changed, and may not
be subject to any transformation, animation or any other process.The KidizzApp and Kidizzapp logos can
be used and associated solely with verifiable information.Whatever the circumstances, KidizzApp reserves
the right to approve or disapprove any use of the KidizzApp and Kidizzapp logos, in order to ensure their
proper use in accordance with the ethics, morals and interests of KidizzApp.

KidizzApp SAS reserves the right to change the terms of use of the KidizzApp and Kidizzapp logos at any
time and without prior notice.

Database rights:
The databases are protected by law from 1 July 1998 and by French copyright.

Links to the www.Kidizz.com and www.Kidizapp.com websites:
KidizzApp SAS (KidizzApp Group) authorises the use of hyperlinks to the www.kidizz.com and
www.Kidizzapp.com website for all websites, excluding those providing informations of a controversial,
pornographic or xenophobic nature or which may, to a greater extent, affect the sensibility of many.The
link must lead directly to the home page and the www.Kidizz.com and www.Kidizzapp.com websites
should appear in a new window. The www.Kidizz.com and www.Kidizzapp.com websites should in no
circumstances be linked to internal pages of another website (Frame). Requests for setting up hyperlinks to
the www.Kidizz.com and www.Kidizzapp.com websites must be made by mail to the aforementioned
addresses. In any case, KidizzApp SAS (KidizzApp Group) reserves the right to request the removal of a
link if it considers that the target website site does not comply with the rules above.

General warning:
We make every effort to offer Kidizzapp users reliable and verified information.However, despite all the
care taken, the website may contain inaccuracies, update issues or errors. We thank website users for
informing us of any omissions, errors or corrections by mail to the office addresses listed above.

	
  

